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Dislike Kathy Whitman

The appearances here do not comply with the required 
critera,  this appears to be solely based on competitive districts. It was my understanding  'competitive' 
was not required but was discretionary. If Democrats are only considering competitive districts why are 
there no proposed competitive districts in Missoula?
 Democrats are intentionally gerrymandering Montana by the district maps to win seats, as was done did 
ten years ago.
I urge the committee to Please consider revised proposals from Missoula County Republicans for house 
districts that better meets the commissions criteria. They maintain seats for current incumbents, reduce 
spreading house districts across multiple counties, maintains a minority/majority seat proposed by 
commission Democrats, consolidate city limits in fewer house districts (to minimize splitting), and better 
group communities of interest.
This consideration would best comply with the criteria requirements, and would offer the most fair 
options for both parties for Montana's future.
Thank you.

Mika59802@gmail.com Missoula, Montana mt

Opinion William F Amrine

District 100 doesn't meet the guidelines as Each district shall consist of compact territory. (Article 5, 
Section 14 of the Montana Constitution). The Commission shall consider the districtâ€™s functional 
compactness in terms of travel and transportation, communication, and geography. billamrine@gmail.com Saint Ignatius MT

Dislike Kelly Elizabeth Petersen
District 100 is the most gerrymandered district in western montana.  This does not remotely reflect the 
intent of the constitution and I do not remotely feel I am being represented.  jlake@ronan.net Ronan Montana

Dislike William F Amrine

District 100 lacks compliance with the stated criteria of the commission.  Travel is unreasonable, 
transportation is arduous, communication from the northern legislators is unheard of and the geography 
actually splits the district. An obvious overreach and gerrymandering for partisan results. billamrine@gmail.com Saint Ignatius MT

Dislike Susan Lake

I continue to be disappointed in the dissection of Lake County.  My district runs from St Ignatius to 
Browning.  We have never seen the representative for our district as he resides in Browning.  There is 
nothing representing community in this redistricting plan. jlake@ronan.net Ronan Montana

Like Noreen Breeding

In the past decade Gallatin County population has grown so quickly and so high that supposedly rural 
areas outside city limits are not readily distinguishable from urban areas. For this reason district 
boundaries that include areas inside and outside city limits make a lot of sense and are most 
representative of their populations. rog7nor@gmail.com Bozeman MT
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